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DOUBLE ELEGY IN PISCES 

When good king Wenceslas rode out that night
on the feast of 
 Stephen—

Dear Stephen Friend
 you told me at Poet’s House 

“Did you hear? Akilah Oliver died.
I have to go meet someone now.” 

“Oh,” I said, no longer being an “I” at all 
 but rabbit thighbone pie 
 in the New Year of 
 The White Metal Rabbit

“Oh. Thank you for telling me.”
 
 I notice you say thank you
 you compulsively repeat thank you 
 when you feel embarrassed  
 desire to immediately turn into a spirit and 
 fly through second-story window glass 
 of Poet’s House and 
 over the West River 
 to be with Akilah in the mixing 
 dark blue water 
 the river currents speeding downtown
 on the One Train 

Where is the 9 train 
 Inside 
    The World Trade Crater 
 Brain 
    I am  
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when I construct these 
pyramids called The Time Being
Come in 
today at your leisure come in and 
get tested to see if you’re going to die. 

I’m trembling to stay concentrated on Akilah 
      I can’t comprehend her death 
Comprehend has om in it 
but that doesn’t help  

  The Bach Violin Monster 
 tears your ears apart 
   puts earmuffs over your head
 so you can warm up: 
   compassion and terror
    go hand in hand together
 The War on Compassion 
is what you have to watch out for. 

  Where is Akilah now? 
               in every one of our empty 
chest cavities. The nest. The nest. 
The nest is empty. 

 Akilah Oliver died 
and back inside I post a status update 
 to improve my internal life: 
 Quote: “Dear Akilah, we love you so. 
    I’m still in shock. 
   We love you beyond shock.” 
  “Mimi, Eleni, and two other friends
   like this,” replies Facebook. 
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I want Akilah back: I’m greedy for her 
 next book. A Toast in the House of Friends
 cannot be her last book. 
                      
I Centaur, of bookstores the defender, 
  will devour Amazon.

Akilah Oliver is dead. 
Thank you Stephen for telling me 
this news wrapping me up 
in a newspaper I’m still
a live fish flopping around inside 
grey rolled up newspaper tube

 a fully functional paratrooper 
floating down into the flames of 
this sardine tin town 
with all its sardine tin towers on fire  
reflecting each others’ flames 
in vanity mirror skyscraper 
eyeballs. I turn into a spirit and 
float through second floor Poet’s House glass 
over the West River 

and Pema sitting next to me takes a deep
in-breath reminding me 
of gravity 
how it is a ship 
boarded by pirates saying 

“matey 
matey 
matey  

    Check mate Matey,” in Chorus 
They say, “Hey Matey 

ahoy” 
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Pirate liars goddamn pirate 
liars Where’s my parrot 
has anybody seen my Parrot  
Polonius behind the 
 curtain of my eyelid 
  left eyelid
   dead for a ducat 

Does anybody have any detergent 
to wash this filthy witness from my hand 
in the Adriatic Sea with Nada 
Marinovich, my grandmother,  
a Yugoslav communist party secretary 
before she died this week. 
Two deaths in two days 
Now I know counting 
One       Two      Three 
Breathe 

  Dear Akilah
  Dear No-Fixed-Self 
            Dear Every couple weeks you 
  forget death and think it’s a rumor 
            discredited by The Eternity Committee 

      First Akilah dies 
 then Nada 
                           One Two Three
and now you know counting Filip Marinovich 
and sometimes you want a fuller response 
as Louis Armstrong said in 1933 Copenhagen: “Beautiful number: 
i cover the waterfront, i cover the waterfront”

 


